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New Year's Conclave
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December 28, 2020 - January 1, 2021

hush has fallen upon the world…

ttt

n a world painted white by a new fallen snow comes the
remembrance of the Purity of the Heart of God. On a winter’s eve,
large crystalline snowflakes fall from the vaulted heavens above. The
countryside, covered in swathing sheets of white, reflects the Inner
Realms, heavy blankets of snow covering the ground as far as the eye
can see, stretching over hill and glen, through forest and field. The
boughs of the evergreen and every branch, each fencepost and rail are
heavy laden with their snowy burden.
As large snowflakes continue to fall, one by one, the sound of the
outside world dampens. The air is crisp, sharp, and quiet. A hushed
stillness reverberates through this frosted air, unmistakable, palpable.
In a moment of Peace that makes time stand still — the world held
suspended, poised, and breathless — the Voice of the Silence is heard.
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he outside wind may howl and roar. The
voices of the world shouting louder than the
tempest raging all about. But you, the student
of the Light, can learn to mute the outer
world’s chaos and confusion. You can enter
into the Peace of the Great Silence and let that
gentle Harmony be the only voice registering
within your world.
For those who are weary of attending to
the world's cacophony of discord, a blessed
interlude is awaiting you at this forthcoming
Conclave. An opportunity is presented to you,
to disengage from toil and strife, to no longer
be swayed this way or that, to no longer be
buffeted about upon stormy seas of discord
that rage from within or without.
With the assistance of the Holy Angels,
you may make the ascent into the Realms of
Light where you will find the sublime silken
Silence of God’s Presence. There you can
soar in Peace and Joy — experiencing and
knowing only the Presence of God.
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Within the Silence, the Voice of God Can be Heard

I

n the Great, Great Silence mortal thoughts and feelings are gripped
and held immobile, bound so they cannot reverberate through your
world. The constant assault of the senses is held in abeyance. For
harmony of mind and harmony of feelings are necessary for you to be
able to detect your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence and for your
Presence to act through your world.
Thoughts and feelings, turbulent, ridden with anxiety, fear, and
uncertainty must be quieted to hear the Still Small Voice of the Heart.
As the Great Silence comes forth and fills your thoughts, feelings, and
the atmosphere about you, it allows the promptings of the Holy Christ
Presence to be registered and the Power of God to flow unobstructed.
At this forthcoming New Year’s Conclave, you will be given the
tools to cultivate the pathway that leads Home to the Heart of God and
opens the door to your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence so that this
abiding Presence of Peace may become the full activity of your life, each
and every day, until your own Ascension in the Light.
The Radiance of the Silence stills the reverberations of your world
and you are blissfully aware of your Presence, hearing only the
Great Hush of the Infinite Presence.

ttt
Mighty I AM Presence! Beloved Saint Germain and Beloved Jesus,
In the Name of the Unfed Flame! I speak directly to all
threatening appearances: — You have no power!
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f you feel at times as though you fall short of the necessary mastery
to deny power to outer appearances, you will benefit immensely from a
fortnight under the instruction of the Ascended Masters.
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The Great Central Sun is the Reality of God. The only real Truth.
And you have, by the Authority of your Ascended Master sponsors, the
axiom that anything that does not rise to the level of God Reality in the
Great Central Sun is not real. And thus, you have the encouragement of
Beloved Saint Germain and the Great Divine Director to speak directly
to all outer appearances: You have no power!
This powerful spiritual tool is most necessary to the Victory of your
Path.
how this principle of Cosmic Law is true, lawful,
andLearn
necessary.
See the inner workings and the reality of this principle
through
the eyes of the Ascended Masters.
tendencies that might linger in your world
thatLearnstandtheinsubtle
the way of this axiom and create fixation on
outer appearances by way of fascination, curiosity, repulsion,
or a revolving of appearances.

The Lord — the Mighty I AM Presence — is in this Holy Temple!
Let all Earth keep silent before the Presence that I AM and BE AT PEACE!
Peace! Be Still! And Know that I AM GOD!
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he Glorious Sublime Consciousness of the Ascended Masters that
you experience in their Discourses and Dictations — this Consciousness
that is native to your own Beloved I AM Presence — can be the keynote
signature of your world, even after the final days of the Conclave.
Practical keys will be shared with you, keys to maintaining and holding
to the Perfection, Purity, and Peace of the Great Silence, no matter the
outer vicissitudes of life that you face.
Learn how to enter into a

Sabbath Communion anytime,
anyplace.

Discover how to enter into

the Great Central Sun and feel

All of God and God and God only.
Begin the process of creating

consecrated forcefields in this
outer world where the Presence
can permanently abide.

Cradled in softness, in the
Comfort Flame, you are Home
in the Great, Great Silence.
Hear the subtleties of the Silken
Silences and rest in the arms of
the Presence of God.
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Enter into the Holy of Holies
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s you enter into the tangible, living Presence of the Godhead,
you are swept up in an onrush of Bliss and Joy. Your only desire is to
forever remain in Sacred and Holy Communion with the Mighty I AM
Presence. The fountain, the wellspring of the bubbling effervescent Light
of God is the motor of acceleration and momentum lifting you up
higher and higher. To be in the Presence of God is its own fulfillment,
the Panis Angelicus as the Bread of Angels that feeds and nourishes you
moment by moment.
With reverent, adoration you can enter into this Sacred, Holy
August Presence of God that is the Great Silence. As you affirm I AM,
you are there in the Great Central Sun. With this intimate Communion
and At-one-ment with your own Mighty I AM Presence, you may abide
in the Secret Place of the Most High all the days of your life.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life:
and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever.
Psalms 23:6 KJV
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Acropolis Sophias

January 2 - 8, 2021

The Glorious Secret Love Star shines its brilliant Light upon
us, gracing us with its radiant Beauty, with its Hope and Inspiration,
during this, the Sacred Interlude of the Christmastide and the Seven
Sabbath Weeks in the Love Star Retreat.

H

ush, can you hear the beating of the Angel wings, caressing the
air with their winged Radiance? Can you sense their Light filling
every point of space with the Sacred Presence of the Almighty,
hallowing the forcefield round about you? Their presence in your
midst — as they wing their way to your side from the Secret Love
Star — is a most loving and gracious invitation to your Heart,
welcoming you to step into the Infinite Presence of the Godhead.
Knowing the Presence of God is all that truly matters. The
Goodness of God’s Presence, ever present, bestows its boundless
Love and Blessings. Full of Mercy and Grace, it is a Cup that
runneth over with Living Waters, offered to all who would come
and partake.
This forthcoming Acropolis Sophia, the Ascended Masters and
their Winged Messengers will take the blessed Torch Bearers by the
hand to lead them into the Infinite Presence of the Godhead, to
experience the Allness of God and Limitless Power therein.
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D

uring the week of The Mysteries of All-Of-God-As-One, in the
schoolroom of the Ascended Masters, transcendent teaching on the
Coming-To-Be of the Mighty I AM Presence into this world of form
will be afforded to the earnest disciples upon the Path, to those who
seek out true Wisdom and Understanding, who keep safe within
the Secret Chamber of the Heart the goal of the Victory of their
Ascension in the Light.
The Torch Bearers of The Temple, caring and benevolent,
desire wholeheartedly to assist mankind to rise out of their trials and
tribulations into an illumined way of life in the Presence of God.
To this end, the Ascended Masters come to show how each one can
render the greatest service possible to the mankind of Earth, through
Communion with the Mighty I AM Presence, through Invocations,
Affirmations, and through the descent of the Limitless, Unconquered
Light of God that Never Fails!
The blessed disciples who strive with all their might to live the
Ascended Master Way of Lifes, to rid themselves of the fetters and
hobbles that would bind them to rounds of incarnations, will be
given the tools and training on how to lower this Illimitable Light
into thought, feeling, word, and deed, to overcome every mortal
condition that would seek to find expression in their life.
Those who look to the Radiant Face of their own God Presence
as the All-in-All of their life will be wrapped in the swaddling
embrace of the Cosmic Light of the Ascended Masters and the Great
I AM that they may know the Hand of God actively at work in their
life and throughout the world.
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God is All-Powerful
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ranscendent vistas of God’s Omnipotent Power will be unveiled
this forthcoming Acropolis Sophia, as the Oneness of God’s Presence
omnipresent throughout all Eternity and Creation is taught and celebrated.
Unity and Oneness is the Hallmark Signature of the Great I AM that acts
through its Universal Nature and through its Individualizations all the way
down to this outer world. This Vast God Consciousness of the Allness of
God is availed to you to participate in — the Limitless AMness of the One
Presence of God.
A precious opportunity is at hand, to train under the August Cosmic
Beings and Ascended Ones who have mastered the Elemental Forces of
Nature and come to teach you to how to draw All of God to a pinpoint of
concentration to bring about creation. They come to instruct you on how
to leverage the Power of God Almighty and bring it to bear on conditions
in your life and on the world scene to produce permanent, lasting change.
This Acropolis Sophia you are invited to:

 Expand the cup of your consciousness to realize more and
more the Omnipotent Power of God.

 Cultivate a greater sense of the Allness of God, a Presence that
is Omnipotent, Omniscient, and Omnipresent.

 Experience the AMness that you are in the Mighty I AM
Presence.

As you look out upon the distresses of the outer world or upon the
challenges of your life, nothing is quite as it seems, nor is all ever lost —
for Hope floats upon the Currents of God Life and opportunity abounds
as abundant as the waves upon the ocean, as the nearness and Oneness of
God flows in to fill the entirety of your being.
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D

o you sometimes feel as though you run a cyclical race, round and
round, searching for that one thing more, for clearer direction, or greater
purpose? Perhaps you have tried to make your way in this world, navigating
relationships, employment, playing the world’s game as best as you can, only to
realize that as things fall into place, or fall out of place, a claustrophobic sense
of the outer self starts to close in on you.

This Acropolis Sophia is the perfect antidote to any feeling of
claustrophobia or the closing in of mortal conditions in your world. The Good
Physician’s remedy is to see, experience, and feel the expansive Consciousness
availed to you in the Mighty I AM Presence and the Allness of God.
This is a glorious opportunity, a time like no other, to pursue the
realization of God in your life, to lower and anchor the Holy Attributes of
the Presence into the fabric of your life and lower the Kingdom of God upon
Earth.
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his forthcoming Acropolis Sophia, the Ascended Masters lift the veil on the
inner workings of God’s Presence and share with you the possibilities that are
available to you when you align yourself with your own Beloved Presence and
the God of Very Gods. Be inspired by the Limitless Capacity of your Presence
to act in your life. Discover that in using the Name of God I AM, you are
affirming that which you already are in the Mighty I AM Presence, fulfilling
the Law of Octaves and co-creating with the Almighty.
Just as Beloved Jesus commanded the elements, likewise, Moses,
El Morya, Kuthumi, and Saint Germain, as adepts before their Ascensions
asserted God Control and Mastery, you, too, can learn to issue forth the
Conscious Cosmic Christ Command and follow in their footsteps and stead,
knowing that this record of overcoming Victory and Mastery can be yours as
well.
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Gaze into the Fathomless Depths of the Great Central Sun
Behold the Glory of the Presence of God! Behold its Infinite Power and Might!
Rejoice, and be baptized in the fierce dazzling Light of the Great Central Sun,
washed clean of the vicissitudes of this life.

I

n the Radiance of the Ascended Masters you can gaze into the fathomless
depth of the Great Central Sun and enter into All of God that exists as the
One Being and One Life of the Presence. This philosophical understanding
that has been celebrated and preserved for posterity by the Golden Chain
of Philosophers as All of God, All-in-All, God and God only, you, too, can
experience and know. You can see the Majestic Symphony of Creation as God
Almighty, Whole, Unified, moves into action as the Hand that moves upon
the Waters of Life, bringing Providential Goodness and Love to all.
The Qualities of God, your Mighty I AM Presence, are multifaceted and
many, and you are intended to learn of all of them, perhaps not to fully
master all, but definitely to have a command of each of the Seven Rays of the
Qualities of God Consciousness and to be able to stand fully and completely
in the Five Virtues of the Christ. Then, thanks to your communion with the
Great I AM, you are prepared for your Presence to send forth its Light Rays
in answer to the pure Heart that has called them forth, in answer to the pure
intent of the God Identity taking command, of the effulgence of God Love
from the Heart of God shared with all. All that, blessed ones, comes forth
when the Office of the Christ is in full command within you.
Jesus - November 28, 2019
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